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Branding and social 
media in Academia 

An important topic!



My take on having an 
online persona online

Thoughts for going forwards in a global and 
digital world

Branding: An honest, Coherent and genuine picture of whom you are.. As a professional



What is your aim?
• Be easy to be identified as a research partner
• Commercial / consulting / job opportunities 
• Demonstrate your academic skills
• Access to data
• Communicate your findings
• .
• .
• Other? 



Disclaimer:
An online presence is no panacea!



There are a myriad of alternatives..



Use an aggregation service 

Do NOT try to be 
everywhere; it is a 
full time job for a 
professional. Pick 
your arenas! 



Choose your platforms
It is better to remain invisible, and be thought a fool, 

than to make a poor page, and remove all doubt.



Two main markets
• Academia and academics 
• Rest of world



The big one



Front page is basically a summary…
And a way to follow relevant 
researchers 



Elaborate on your publications.. In 
different forms



Give your academic CV



Build a profile of what you want to do, going forward. 



Publons: Get credit for peer reviews



ORCiD: ID system for authors..



Academia is another way to 
share your research, which 
supposedly boosts your 
citations





Rest of world: LinkedIn
Linkedin is similar to 
researchgate.. 

A few things to note : 
- Have a professional photo.. 

(Show you are a fun 
person on facebook or a 
blog) Look professional, 
need not be a suit, but the 
photo must be a headshot, 
in focus and sharp. 

- Describe where you are, 
and where you want to go. 



Note that he divides up his 9 
years experience at DNV.. 
To really explain his 
competence and experience. 
.. And that he describes it in 
detailed, and in NON-
technical language! 





Some services that go 
for both markets

.. And should be tailored…



Twitter 

Who to follow: RELEVANT 
researchers, not generalists. Unless 
you are a generalist. (Delete people 
who tweet too much )

Tweet regularly on quality topics. 



Facebook

May also be worth joining 
groups, such as I have for 
PsychMAP, and to make it easy 
to contact you



Personal blog

Katya started this blog was started 
half way thought PhD, and has 
developed it.

She shares resources, both her own 
and those she has found. 
This drives traffic to her site. 

She also makes a point that she 
wants to run projects with NGOs.. 
Good way to market her ability. Has 
also become popular at SNA
conferneces. 



Personal blog



Aim it at academics…? 



Need not go it alone: Collective blog



Need not be academic…









A good blog / website can not 
be created in a week. 
A little over time, is much 
better. 
(The same is true for all social 
media platforms) 



There are a myriad of alternatives..



There are a myriad of alternatives..



Volunteer for online responsibilities 
Advice from Yvonne McNulty: 
“Volunteer to run something on social media that is academically related to your 
field of research: as the moderator, your name is the one that keeps popping up 
over and over and over again when you promote or run the group/platform. 
Put your photo in the profile. I have been to conferences all over the world 
where complete strangers walk up to me and say ‘it is so nice to meet you in 
person after having you in my inbox for a year’. People start to associate XYZ 
with your name. This alone has built my profile over the past 5 years in ways that 
publications never could.” It’s about being known, and carefully ensuring you are 
known in the areas/fields you want to be known in. Doing it online is a no brainer 
– your bum never has to leave your seat, you get instant outreach globally 
without ever leaving home.”



Academics are 
vagabonds 

Your school e-mail and profile are temporary

Be easy to find and get to know.. also for the future!



Go forth and develop 
your online brand..

.. And do as I say, not necessarily as I do. 
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